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SUMMIT CVD workshop: Italicizing the compendium of
opportunities and challenges on (bio)marker discovery

Asking SUMMIT experts to nominate their candidate (bio)marker you
might get several different answers. Digging out why it’s their favorite
you might get many more explanations…
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Photo of Oresund Bridge

“It is clear that once we start putting the
pieces together, we might realize that some of
the information may well be missing. Filling the
knowledge gaps calls for mobilization of all
SUMMIT expertise”
Jan Nilsson

As many will applaud, bridging physical barriers dividing Europeans has also
created a number of corridors for communication. The soaring Øresund Bridge, which connects Malmö to Copenhagen and Scandinavian Peninsula
with Central Europe, on May 8 provided a spur for SUMMIT experts to bring
together a range of competences and
link SUMMIT’s past with its present
and future.
Because the information gushes out
from different working groups and
methodologies, the process of blending, conceptualizing, evaluating, and
prioritizing the datasets is a painstaking procedure. There is need to consider the relevance of the data and their
reliability, to connect the genotype to
the phenotype, to compare the results
with external evidences (i.e. literature
and pathways), to establish experimental approaches for further validation,
and also to insure that the data are
delivered within the stipulated time
frames. With these criterions in mind,
the workshop organizers and chairs
invited the participants to narrow
down the number of candidates into
few and classify the recommendations
into “targets” and “other (bio)markers”
possibly associated with diabetesderived cardiovascular complications.
Following along these lines, the
workshop turned into a melting pot of
different brainstorming ideas. Dr. LiMing Gan of AstraZeneca recognized
the “need for finding the right balance
between things we know and novel
(bio)markers” as the steppingstone to
validation. Prof. Helen Colhoun of
University of Dundee proposed to reconstruct regulatory pathways underlying CVD complications by combining
the datasets from genomics with lipidomics. Since diseases can be caused
by mutations in more than one gene
and functionally similar genes are
likely connected in molecular networks, Dr. Will Rayner of Oxford University presented the idea that would
be more productive to link pathways or
molecular networks with each other
rather than an individual gene (bio)marker - to the disease. Prof.

be more productive to link pathways
or molecular networks with each other
rather than an individual gene - (bio)marker - to the disease. Prof. Maria
Gomez of Lund University suggested
to focus rather on the most attractive
candidates and delve into animal
models plus imaging technologies to
further substantiate knowledge on
functions of candidate (bio)markers.
At the end of the workshop, the
participants, apart from selecting the
most promising (bio)markers for
further evaluation/validation, discussed as well SUMMIT objectives and
agenda for the coming months. They
generated the idea of “running some
prospective validation work in parallel
with ongoing evaluation of the hits”.
This stage might require additional
meta-analysis and wet-lab activities,
all with the intent to identify the
candidate (bio)markers unique to CVD
complications as well as to reinvigorate and perpetuate the understanding of the mechanisms linking
the (bio)markers to the disease. To
this aim, it was decided to organize
people from different partners into
action groups. Created to explore in
parallel different areas of (bio)markers’ biological activities, these task
forces will enable SUMMIT to take a
step forward in fitting the (bio)marker puzzle together.

Prof. Helen Colhoun, one of the
chairs of the CVD workshop.

MoreonCVDWorkshop
There are many reasons why the CVD workshop and the following ones are beneficial to SUMMIT. Today, also adding some of
my remarks, we unfolded part of the riddle. As a reader, you
might begin to realize that the combined efforts of all SUMMIT partners have now opened new windows of opportunities to turn the
prima facie evidences on (bio)markers into actionable targets
and ultimately achieve the grail of SUMMIT: identify novel markers
that speed up the development of safer and more effective treatments of diabetes-associated micro- and macrovascular complications
Let’s, therefore, give a thumb-up to SUMMIT and its team of experts.

I am a physician researcher at Boehringer-Ingelheim with a focus on
translational aspects of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases. The
SUMMIT CVD workshop in Malmö was an important initial step in bringing together findings from the different WPs to identify new targets and
biomarkers, which might guide development of future treatment interventions. The discussions in the smaller groups during the breakout sessions were particularly inspiring to me by showing not only the outstanding work conducted by SUMMIT researchers so far but foremost the collaborative spirit within SUMMIT. I am certainly looking forward to seeing
new and interesting data at upcoming SUMMIT meetings.
Alexander Ehlgen, Dr. Med, Translational Medicine, Boehringer Ingelheim,
Biberach, Germany

The face-to-face CVD workshop in Malmö was very inspiring and a great
motivation for future work. I see a great potential for the findings from
the other work packages being integrated and used within the entire consortium in order to find novel biomarkers to predict complications, to generate novel animal models that can be used to test novel drugs, and to
better understand the disease mechanisms.
Lisa Berglund, Postdoc Researcher, PhD, Department of Clinical Sciences
in Malmö, Lund University, Sweden

Previously from a work package and method-oriented way, now indicationbased way, which turned out to be quite fruitful. In phase of SUMMIT, the
intellectual brainstorming around the findings will be crucial to the deliverables. I think the new CVD indication area view works well and may help
in successfully reaching our deliverables and milestones.
The Workshop was inspiring and really kicked-off the indication-based
capitalizing on the findings so far for digestion and re-validation. A CVD
group has been formed after that and is up- and running.
Li-Ming Gan, MD. PhD, Executive director, Translational Sciences,
Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Diseases, CVGI Innovative Medicine
Unit, AstraZeneca R&D, Sweden

The recent CVD workshop was inspiring and it was very good to get
updated on the overall situation in the genetic and biomarker discovery, and from the WP4 point of view to be able to start the thinking process in order to support the workflow across all work packages.
Suvi Heinonen, Post Doc Researcher, PhD, AstraZeneca CVGI
iMed, Bioscience, Sweden

The workshop in Malmö was inspiring especially the concept
how we discussed the findings.
Harald Grallert, PhD, Head of Research Group Diabetes and
Related Traits, Helmholtz Zentrum München, Germany

News
Carlo Patrono: “il padre” of low-dose
aspirin
Prof. Carlo Patrono MD, Chair of the Department of
Pharmacology at the Catholic University School of Medicine
in Rome and a partner in SUMMIT shares with Garret
FitzGerald MD, the Grand Prix Scientifique of the Institut de
France valued at €500.000 for puzzling out the optimal
dose at which aspirin shoves off the risks of heart disease.
Whereas Hippocrates referred to the use of
salicylic tea to reduce fever, Carlo Patrono
recommends using low dose aspirin to guard us
against heart disease.
Through his dedicated and committed efforts,
Patrono helped unravel the mysteries of platelet
activation/aggregation – the tiny blood cells/
fragments – and inhibition of atherothrombosis –
the phenomenon of thrombus (blood clot)
formation on the surface of the ruptured
atherosclerotic plaque. Plugging the leak in
damaged blood vessel, platelet-rich thrombus
may block the vessels and halt blood flow. If such
a thrombus blocks the heart vessels, it may cause
myocardial infarction and death.
Working independently in Rome and Nashville,
Patrono and FitzGerald developed analytical
methods to quantitate the formation of different
prostaglandins – fatty acid-derived lipid mediators - made by platelets and vascular endothelial
cells. Due to the selective action of low doses of
aspirin on platelet prostaglandins, the formation
of occlusive thrombus is thus hampered without
interfering with the protective effects of
endothelial prostaglandins. By taking their
findings from bench to the hospital bedside,
Patrono and FitzGerald validated the optimal
aspirin doses that inhibit platelet aggregation and
acute thrombus formation, both in the coronary
and cerebral blood vessels.

His insightful findings not only guide
treatments of millions of patients around the
world, but also contribute significantly to SUMMIT
objectives. In a collaborative undertaking with
Oxford University, Patrono and his team are
collecting nearly 8.000 urine samples from
patients with diabetes to measure in vivo platelet
activation. Through this study, they want to test
the hypothesis that baseline platelet activation,
as reflected by urinary excretion of the biomarker
– an activator of platelets - is a predictor of the
occurrence of major vascular complications
during follow-up. Because there are two
randomized arms in the trial, they will also be
able to assess whether the biomarker may be
helpful in predicting the variable protective effect
of low-dose aspirin.
Together with a group at the University of
Padova, led by another SUMMIT savvy, Prof.
Claudio Cobelli, they are currently developing an
in silico model of aspirin pharmacodynamics in
circulating platelets and their bone-marrow
progenitors. The model will enable to describe
the degree of interindividual variability in the
kinetics of recovery of platelet prostaglandin
production during the 24-hour of aspirin dosing,
observed in different groups of patients, including
type-2 diabetes.

EVENTS
September 22nd, the joint satellite
symposium
of
the
IMI
Diabetes
Platform at 49th EASD Annual Meeting
in Barcelona, Spain

19 June - 5 July, summer school
"Advances in Cardiovascular Medicine"
in Pisa, Italy

The satellite symposium will precede the EASD
Meeting on September 23-27, 2013 aiming at
raising awareness for SUMMIT discoveries. The
title of symposium is “Opening a new chapter
in diabetes research: recent results from
the IMI diabetes consortia SUMMIT, IMIDIA
and DIRECT”.

An up-to-date intensive course that aims at
providing “hot topics” in cardiovascular medicine
covering Epidemiology, Risk assess-ment and
Prevention, Major clinical problems, Imaging,
Therapy, Lifestyle and Cardiovascular System,
Cardiovascular adaptation to extreme conditions.

Program available at:
http://www.imi-summit.eu/news-events/easdsatellite-symposium/

Program available at:
http://summerschool.med.unipi.it/program.pdf

Cardiovascular and metabolic research remains the main focus
of AstraZeneca research strategy, in particular, diabetes
complication in terms of renal and cardiovascular manifestations.
To identify biomarkers for patient stratification and to document
potential treatment effects is crucial in our efforts to bring forward
novel efficacious therapies. Further, translational validated
animal models for preclinical Proof of Principle comprise also an
important step to de-risk development programs. Despite a huge
network with many academic and industrial partners, SUMMIT
succeeded to build clusters of scientists who work on
specific topics.

SUMMIT across
European borders
Views, thoughts and
comments from SUMMIT
community

Li-Ming Gan, MD. PhD, Executive director, AstraZeneca R&D,
Sweden

My work in SUMMIT focuses on looking at the
Li-Ming Gan, MD. PhD, Executive director,
genetic determinants of Type 1 and Type 2
Translational
diabetic nephropathySciences,
and biomarkers involved
Atherosclerotic
Cardiovascular
Diseases , CVGI
in Diabetes
through genome-wide
association
Innovative
Medicine
Unit,
approach. Working on these projects allows
R&D, Sweeden
interactionAstraZeneca
with best scientific
minds across
Europe and makes the overall experience of
working in diabetes genetics very rewarding
and satisfying.

In my postdoctoral studies at AstraZeneca, I aim at
developing more translatable and predictive animal
models of diabetes and atherosclerosis, and thereby
increase the quality of the preclinical drug discovery
phase. Therefore my research is very much in the core
of the SUMMIT objectives, and I have had the privilege
to contribute by working in the WP4, where the
collaborative spirit of the SUMMIT is admirable and
collaborators have really joined forces in order to
develop better animal models.
Suvi Heinonen, PhD, PostDoc, AstraZeneca, Sweden

Harshal Deshmukh, MD, Predoc, University
of Dundee, England

My research objective is to get a better understanding of the mechanisms that contribute to the development of diabetic complications. Within the SUMMIT
consortium, I am involved in WP4 in the characterization of existing animal models for diabetes complications, focusing on diabetic nephropathy, retinopathy
and cardiovascular disease, and I think the collaborative spirit within SUMMIT contributed significantly to
the work performed in this WP.
Lisa Berglund, PhD, Postdod, Lund University,
Sweden

I have a role as an Associate Principal Scientist in
Genetics & Bioinformatics, within the Translational
Science Department of the Cardio-Vascular and
Metabolic Disease (CVMD) Innovative Medicine Unit.
My work is focused around the identification and
validation of disease genes, pathways, drug targets
and biomarkers, as well as evaluation of opportunities
for genotype-based patient segmentation in clinical
trials. Having long experience in working with human
genetics, -omics including GWAS data, as well as
associated bioinformatics, pathway analyses and
biological interpretation, I have a specific interest in
SUMMIT WP1 activities and progress.
Anna Walentinsson, PhD, Assoiate
Scientist, AstraZeneca R&D, Sweden

Principle

Lisa Berglund, Postdoc Researcher, PhD, Lund
University, Sweden

Involving a wide range of methods my group intends to
map molecular disease mechanisms of diabetes and
obesity from early stages in disease development to
manifest disease as well as resulting complications. Thus,
we aim to identify and validate new biomarkers for early
diagnosis and prevention purpose. We share labs with the
Genome Analysis Center (GAC) were I’m one of the PIs
of the genotyping platform. This connection as well as our
access to the KORA study enables combination of different molecular -omics data (Genomics, Transcriptomics,
Epigenomics, Metabolomics, Proteomics) and functional
characterization of risk markers. Our participation in
SUMMIT gives us the opportunity to contribute data from
KORA to a combined dataset with sufficient power to
address complications.
Harald Grallert, PhD, Principal Investigator, Helmholtz
Zentrum München, Germany

SUMMIT provides scientific exchange in an European
context that is necessary to jointly develop better
prognostic tools or identify therapy targets, which will be a
benefit for all of us.
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What you need to know
about SUMMIT...
SUMMIT is one the three IMIfunded diabetes Projects. It
aims at promoting faster
development of new treatment
options for diabetes micro- and
macro-vascular complications
by identifying novel markers that
enable detection of patients at
high risk for complications and
monitoring their response to
therapy. To this end, SUMMIT
has established an integrated
framework of expertise involving
19 European academic
institutions, one small and
medium-sized enterprise (SME)
along with 6 pharma partners.
The team combines
competences from a wide range
of disciplines including
molecular and cellular biology,
genetics, animal models,
bioinformatics and imaging
technologies.

SUMMIT Project Managers:
Dr. Markus Albertini / Tel.: +49 (7351) 54-97371
markus.albertinin@boehringer-ingelheim.com
Dr. Jacqueline Postma / Tel.: +46 (0) 40 391236
jacqueline.postma@med.lu.se

SUMMIT receives support from the Innovative Medicine Initiative undertakings
under the grant agreement n [115005, 115317 and 115006] recourses of which
are composed of financial contribution from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) and EFPIA companies’ in kind
contribution.

www.imi.europa.eu

